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WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM COUNCILLORS 
 
The following questions have been received from Councillors and will be taken as 
read along with the written answer to be circulated the meeting.  The Councillor 
asking the question may then ask one relevant supplementary question which 
shall be put and answered without discussion.   
 
(a) Councillor Steedman 

 

“The Leader and the Cabinet Member for Housing have encouraged the 
Council to develop programmes for the installation of solar panels on homes, 
offices, schools and other buildings, to take advantage of the Feed-in Tariff 
system. This is very welcome. The Feed-in Tariff rates are scheduled to 
decrease in April 2012, and rates are also due to be reviewed in that year. 
Conservative Climate Change Minister Greg Barker has recently suggested 
that a review of rates may be triggered before even this date, due to budget 
constraints imposed by the Chancellor George Osborne.  
 

Could the Leader therefore: 
 

(a) confirm that the necessary resources will be provided to ensure that the 
Council has completed all solar installations identified as viable locations 
within its property portfolio, including the housing stock, before April 
2012?;  

(b) confirm that the programme will be extended to private residents and 
landlords wishing to take advantage of the quality assurance and bulk-
buying discounts that the Council’s scheme can provide, in order to 
maximise the environmental and financial benefits?; and 

(c) write to Greg Barker MP expressing this Council’s concern about the 
threat of an early cut in FiT rates and the damaging impact that it could 
have on Brighton and Hove’s plan to tackle climate change?” 

 
(b) Councillor Steedman 

 
“Sustainability encompasses local environmental quality, as much as it does 
big global questions such as climate change. Residents, community groups, 
council officers and ward councillors, have been working over the last two 
years on a scheme to improve the much degraded environment of Richmond 
Parade (Queen’s Park ward), to help improve road safety, tackle anti-social 
behaviour, increase tree planting and provide the many residents of the Albion 
Hill Estate and beyond, who use this route every day to get to work, school 
and the shops. The work was identified as a priority by the Tarner Area 
Partnership, and has been developed via a series of interactive public 
workshops. Funding for the first phase of the project has been identified, from 
the Section 106 contributions made as part of the Ebenezer Church 
development. 
 

I understand that the Council Leader herself has taken an interest in the 
scheme, which I am delighted about. Can she announce today the start date 
for the works to begin?” 
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